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Introduction & Overview   
 

For the BCM300 ‘Game Experience Design’ Digital Artefact I have created a prototype print and play 

game titled Let’s Talk. The link to the prototype can be found here. The primary utility of this DA was 

to create a game that would focus on elaborating and boosting family communication in 5-10 years’ 

time, which is in line with the Digital Artefact briefing from BCM325, that is “How will your DA 

address the future in 5,10 or 15 years’ time.” This board game was split throughout both BCM300 

and BCM325. Within the BCM300 aspect of the Digital Artefact, I have built the board game and 

justified decision relating to design, mechanics, layout, theme, narrative and rules. In my BCM325 

Digital Artefact, I have presented the research supporting the theme of Let’s talk , pertaining to the 

future of family communication, the future of the family, the future of education and my game 

audience.  

In this game dossier, I will be discussing aspects of the game story, game mechanics, user 

experience, prototyping, playtesting, iteration, and the overall future direction of the game.  

Genre & Type 
 

The genre of Let’s Talk foremost falls under the spin & move and children’s game.  The simple 

mechanic and spin & move features allow it to be played very easily by children. Board Game Geek 

also notes that snakes and ladders, the game that Let’s Talk shares the most mechanical features 

with, is also placed in the genre of children’s game and spin and move. The underlying family driven 

theme behind this game highlights its placement in the family genre as well. Talk It Out, is a game 

that shares a similar underlying theme of communication, although is targeted at a slightly older 

demographic, that of adolescents. This game highlights there is also a market or genre for 

communicative games, specifically those revolved around provoking player engagement.  

Theme & Setting  
 

The concept driven theme of ‘Let’s Talk’ is the idea that in the future, technology will take the 

forefront of family communication. This idea has been elaborated on in my BCM325 digital artefact, 

found here, where I present research into how family communication will begin to revolve around 

the cyberspace and that family’s will begin to use technology as their primary mode of 

communication. This game aims at closing the technological gap between the multi-generational 

family and provide a medium for family communication.  

The theme of family communication is presented in a future setting, but 

toned down to resonate with children, I will discuss this in depth under in 

the prototyping and iteration paragraphs. The theme of the technology in 

this game is highlighted through the board game design choices and 

character tokens. I based these characters off popular children’s media. 

Some examples of these include the movie Wall-E and Robots. By creating 

character cards that could be modified by colouring in the robot and 

having justified these player cards using popular and relevant children 

media, I had further established the theme of Let’s Talk.  

https://www.dropbox.com/s/lk47xdbpqcug1vr/Let%27s%20Talk%20Prototype.pdf?dl=0
https://boardgamegeek.com/boardgame/7848/snakes-and-ladders-3d
https://www.amazon.com/Talk-Out-Therapeutic-Encourage-Communicate/dp/B004HBAL16
https://nathansullivandotblog.wordpress.com/2020/06/10/bcm325-digital-artefact/
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Story & Narrative  
 

The story and narrative of Lets Talk is quite simple. The idea behind snakes and ladder’s, the game 

which the design of Let’s Talk is based off, is to teach morality. The snakes represent sin, and the 

ladders represent virtue. By getting to the finish you have reach nirvana, or peace. The game follows 

each player, using robots as their tokens, aim to reach the finish tile on the board, whilst moving up 

and down wires and wrenches in the process. Here is a link to the NYMAG best board games for kids. 

In the games presented, the narrative is not as important children as the player experience. Take for 

example Guess Who, a game, according to BoardGameGeek.com, falls into the children category, 

narrative is clearly not as important the player experience, or the design of the game. I will go into 

depth about design decisions in the iteration paragraph.  

How to Play & Rules  
 

The game begins with players cutting out all 

the necessary components. This includes 

the spinner, the game tokens/characters 

and the ‘Let’s Talk’ & Action cards. The next 

step is for players to construct the spinner. 

Players can colour in their robots to their 

own specifications if they choose too. After 

all the components have been set up, 

players place their characters on the ‘Start’ 

tile. The game goes in a clockwise order and 

the player who spins the highest number 

goes first. The objective of the game is to 

be the first player to the ‘FINISH’ tile. If a 

player lands on a wrench, the player moves up the wrench, if a player lands on a wire, they must move 

down to the bottom of it. If a player lands on a Let’s Talk or Action card, they must complete the 

necessary objective, if they are unable, they must move back down to the Start tile. 

The rules and mechanics are shared largely with that of snakes and ladders. The overall mechanic 

system is quite simple and easy to understand, although the roll and move mechanic using a dice was 

one of the first things I changed. This change was justified by moving my game into a print and play 

format, had I kept the dice I would not have been able to keep the medium.  

Player Experience (III Act Structure)  
 

Act I 

The emergent player story is key when the theme and underlying objective of the game revolves 

around family communication. Act I will see players organise the game board, cutting out the 

necessary game components and interacting with one another. The end of phase one is signalled by 

the end of the physical interaction of cutting, colouring and building and the game is about to begin.  

https://nymag.com/strategist/article/best-board-games-for-kids.html
https://boardgamegeek.com/boardgame/4143/guess-who
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Act II 

Act II will see the players communicating on a range of different mediums. Firstly, the players will be 

communicating on a game level, discussing whose turn it is and guiding each other around the 

board. But primarily, the key concept in this board game, or what can be described as the philosophy 

engine of this game, players will be experiencing the emergent narrative, the collaborative family 

communicative experience. The end of phase II is signalled by the end of the game, or a player 

reaching the finish.  

Act III 

Act III will see players experience a reflection on the overall game experience and interaction whilst 

the game concludes.  

Prototyping  
 

In this paragraph I will be justifying some of the design decisions I have made for this game.  

Firstly, I aim to justify the use of a spinner in my board game. 

Initially, I was using dice for my move and roll mechanic, 

although as I have previously discussed, this was modified do 

to the print and play format. A BoardGameGeek.com forum 

discusses the different mechanics that can be used for moving 

around a board, although I chose to use a spinner for lets talk. 

The World of Disney Eye Found is a game, found in NYMAG best 

games for kids that uses a spinner to move around the board, 

similar to lets talk, see below. The use of spinners is quite 

common in the children and education genre as it limits the 

danger of a children potentially choking on dice.  

 

Disney Eye Found Spinner                                                                       Let’s Talk Spinner 

 

simple, bold, San serif Font  

Colour similarities  

 

 

https://boardgamegeek.com/thread/1850827/what-different-types-movement-mechanics-are-there
https://nymag.com/strategist/article/best-board-games-for-kids.html
https://nymag.com/strategist/article/best-board-games-for-kids.html
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Readability and legibility are a key aspect of design, especially when working with children who 

potentially may be in early Stage 1, In line with the NSW syllabus (ages 5-8).  There are a range of 

similarities that can be seen here, take for example the quite simple, bold readable texts.  

 

 

 

 

 

Playtesting  
 

There were 2 main times that my Let’s Talk game was play tested. Firstly, was at home with my family.  

The goal of this playtesting was to see if there were any mistakes in the formatting of my Beta before 

I presented it to the class. During this playtesting cycle, two main issues became apparent. Firstly, that 

the formatting on my board game was indeed incorrect. Secondly, that it there would have to be an 

object that could not be printed that had to be used for holding the spinner together.  

The second phase of playtesting was through the BCM300 Playtesting and DA Feedback participation 

sheet. This was where I gained most of my feedback that I will discuss in the iteration cycle. I was 

fortunate enough to be 5th person to put my name down on the sheet and received four extremely 

useful playtesting results and feedback.  

Iteration 
 

My board game went through 2 major cycles of iteration. Firstly, the pitch, which was just a mock-up 

of how my game may look. Secondly, the Beta, how my game was before I submitted the Beta. 

Thirdly, my current game prototype, how my game looks now after the playtesting results and 

feedback from other students.  

 

The first major round of iteration came after some feedback I received in the BCM300 playtesting 

sheet from multiple students. This feedback, as shown above, discusses how my theme and 

narrative were not consistent throughout the game. The game did not present a cohesive theme, 

which in turn leads to a negative plyer experience. By changing the board game design, I was able to 

not only create a more cohesive theme and narrative for the game, but it allowed me to develop the 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1WvZfJJLjbpWQexAxVuRK3O88Ry1n8KmDgEcQ8Gj8gSU/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1WvZfJJLjbpWQexAxVuRK3O88Ry1n8KmDgEcQ8Gj8gSU/edit?usp=sharing
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player experience I have been aiming at throughout the project. Below is the iteration that the game 

has currently undertaken after this feedback had been considered and implemented.  

                              Beta                                                                                  Current model 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Future Direction  
 

When discussing the future direction of let’s Talk, The chronological context of the game must be 

considered as well, this game is targeted for a market in 5-10 years’ time. The Niche market of family 

communication is a key reason why this game is a print and play.  

There are many different factors that attribute to whether a game should be self-published or not, 

and these are critically discussed through the altitude-games.com article Self-Publishing vs Using A 

Publisher: Which Is Better?. It was this discussion that has led me to the conclusion of self-publishing 

my game and releasing this game as a free educational resource. There is a range of fantastic 

resources that can be used to distribute print and plays. The main website that I would use to 

distribute my game is Print n Play arcade. The theme of the game must be considered when 

discussing which platform to distribute the game on. As Let’s Talk falls under education, family and 

children, the game could be sold on websites such teacherspayteachers.com/ or promoted on sites 

such as the Parents.com article “20 Fun Family Activities To Do at Home”.  
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